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ROUND 2 INTERVIEW  
March 4, 2022 
 
RAFA CAMPOS  ( -6) 
 
 
Q.  Rafa, you had a lot of support out there, you put on a good show on that final 
incoming nine. Just talk about that and the number of birdies and eagles you made on 
the way in.  
 
RAFA CAMPOS:  Yeah, definitely the second nine were a lot better than my front nine, I 
wasn't really hitting the ball that good today and it was a bit of a struggle, especially the front 
nine with the wind, but I was able to manage to at least shoot par. I knew over here on the 
front nine I was going to have a couple extra looks. Yeah, I got into a good stretch, eagled 2, 
really nice chip there after a bogey on 1, which was really nice to get that back. Birdied 4, 5, 
6 so I was definitely feeling momentum, I was definitely in the zone at that moment. Yeah, a 
birdie on 8 as well. Overall, really happy with the round today. Didn't really hit the ball that 
well, but I'm really happy with how the ball rolled on the greens today. 
 
Q.  How much does the support from the crowd here help you? 
 
RAFA CAMPOS:  It's huge. The support I have here, I mean, it's unbelievable. This is what I 
dream of, to play in front of Puerto Ricans. This is the one week of the year I'm able to do 
that. It's obviously really nice to actually be playing well in front of them. You always want to 
play well. Yeah, definitely it's a huge boost of confidence for me, especially having so many 
people following me. I know my reactions, I don't really talk to the guys a lot and all that, but 
I definitely feel them and I definitely feel the positive vibes every shot basically.   
 
Q.  The eighth time you made the cut to the weekend in your 13th start here, a number 
of top-10s, I think four, but what would it mean to you to get into the mix on Sunday? 
 
RAFA CAMPOS:  The world to me. Obviously I believe I can win, I definitely believe I can 
win. I've proved it to myself here and in Corales a couple years ago, you don't really need 
your best stuff, you just have to kind of figure your way around the course. Yeah, for me to 
be here on Sunday hopefully having a chance to win, that would be huge. I know the people 
would really enjoy it and they'll have a blast. They'll probably have a few too many drinks 
and all that. Yeah, definitely we're in a good position, to tell the truth. I don't really pay 
attention to the leaders that much, but hopefully tomorrow I can just kind of get a cleaner 
round going, I think that will give me a lot of confidence for Sunday. 
 


